[Approaches to objective assessment of differences in tissue textures by ultrasound equipment as a contribution to quality assurance].
For clinical investigators the increasing number of ultrasonic machines with different technological equipment makes it difficult to reliably assess their ability to differentiate between the textures of various tissues. We investigated a procedure for a standardised method to measure the tissue texture when using different ultrasonic machines. The texture parameters concern brightness, standard deviation, coefficient of variation and spatial coefficient of variation. These were calculated for three tissue phantoms with changing levels of gain and distance. These parameters, well established in literature for speckle detection, texture differentiation and contrast monitoring were useful for rapid comparison of the texture differentiation achieved by several ultrasonic machines. A linear relationship between standard deviation and mean image brightness seems to be an important factor for the detection of small changes in ultrasonic textures. We noticed great differences between the various ultrasonic machines tested by us. The best parameter in our set was the spatial coefficient of variation. The method allows rapid orientation regarding the ability of a machine to distinguish between several textures depending on the brightness, and offers an opportunity of determining the best working point for a given machine.